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ELECTRONIC MFG. SERVICES (EMS)
Developing a Strategy to
Implement Smart Manufacturing
By George Babka, Sales General Manager, Yamaha Motor IM America
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ndustry 4.0 and smart manufacturing revolve around lever- resurgence of activity in areas where labor costs have tradiaging advanced technologies to maximize productivity, qual- tionally been the highest, such as Western Europe, North
ity and responsiveness, minimize waste, and meet market America and Japan. Businesses must take the next step if
demands for rapid delivery and product individualization. Only they are to expand market share and sustain profitability.
A typical SMT line may combine equipment that includes
a smart infrastructure, with digital communications at its core,
a dispenser or printer, mounters, and optical inspection sysis capable of networking and adapting continuously.
This revolution is happening first in territories that tems from a range of different manufacturers. Although the interfaces and protocols used to supdepend on advanced technology to
port communication between
maintain competitiveness, typically
machines can take advantage of
where labor costs are high and cusindustry standards, the differtomer expectations are even higher.
ences in the underlying data strucA manufacturer planning capital
tures present a barrier to the rich
investment must balance shortinformation exchanges needed to
term needs with a future that will
support smart manufacturing.
demand higher levels of intelliA complete line solution
gence, automation, and communisourced from a single supplier,
cation capabilities at every point to
however, does not necessarily
make the transition from value
guarantee an easy solution. The
chain to value network.
The goal is to create value at SMT line with closed-loop feedback of SPI data way the data is organized is critito printer, AOI data to the mounter and the
cal. Some manufacturers are able
all points in the network. For
assembly lines, this calls for smart correlation of all data with traceability software. to demonstrate data structures
equipment that is capable of self-monitoring and self-analysis, that are well-suited to making detailed information readily
as well as communicating status and decision-making infor- available to analytical software.
Yamaha Motor Intelligent Machinery (IM) has devoted
mation in real time to supervisors and business managers.
The traditional boundary between factory floor and back office considerable resources over several product generations to
is disappearing, as computing brings the power to convert establish a protocol for real-time data exchanges between in-line
manufacturing data into information that has value at multi- SMT equipment, and software capable of capturing and analyzple points throughout the organization and among trusted ing the data. These capabilities are now critical to supporting
smart manufacturing.
partners.
This industrial revolution will be the catalyst to unifying
Smart Beginnings
all business activities into a seamless cohesive enterprise, from
designing and manufacturing to marketing, selling, accounting,
In the past, SMT lines have been unable to capture useand directing. The move to smart manufacturing is a major force ful information about the performance of processes, such as
driving the decisions of manufacturing managers. Today’s typi- solder paste printing or component placement. This is because
cal capital investments must now factor in how they will support there has been no existing communication standard capable of
a company’s overall smart manufacturing roadmap.
supporting the detailed feedback required.
In order to overcome the limitations of in-line SMT
Industry 4.0 SMT Assembly
equipment and harness the power of data to drive continuous
SMT is a prime example of technology that is ready to go improvement, Yamaha developed its own machine communismart. Advanced technology and automation is driving a cation interfaces. These interfaces facilitate the collection of
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rich data from machines in the produc- pickup rates, available to supervisors in ture is able to record component serial
numbers as well as position data and
tion line and enable analysis and real time.
Color-coded status indicators enable the PCB serial number, and transfer the
reporting or alerting in real time.
Yamaha has helped manufacturers simplified monitoring of the line. Data information through a shop-floor system
improve quality control and boost pro- can be consolidated automatically into into a traceability database.
This database can be querductivity by identifying defects,
ied for numerous purposes, such
such as missing components or
as tracking inventory and mateincorrect alignment. This enables
rials throughout the production
them to take remedial action
flow to assist purchasing for justimmediately. Yamaha’s initiative
in-time (JIT) assembly, to
also makes it possible to collect
demonstrate conformity with
information capable of driving
customer requirements or to verpreventive maintenance, which is
ify the origin of components.
becoming an important part of
Comparing traceability data
smart manufacturing.
with production test data can
Feeding solder paste inspechelp to identify recurring probtion data to the printer enables
lems with components or machauto-correction of print alignment
inery. Ultimately, if delivered
and auto initiation of stencil cleanunits fail in the field, the ability
ing. AOI data gathered in-line,
to trace the serial numbers of
immediately after component
components affected can guide
mounting, enables quick diagnosis
Data collected in real time and stored in the
troubleshooting and assist with
of component placement errors or
solder paste defects, down to the traceability database can support activities that product recall.
range from customer relations to equipment
level of individual mounter nozSmart Manufacturing
maintenance or product design.
zles or stencil apertures.
Principles
Machine software is able to diag- reports for storage and analysis by highnose the exact causes of errors and send er-level applications running in the cloud.
By collecting and exchanging rich
By facilitating set up, the S-Tool data sets, and interfacing smoothly with
alerts to a mobile terminal, such as the
supervisor’s smartphone, to help accel- utility helps manage materials that analytical software tools that cover the
erate fault resolution, minimizing line could deteriorate over time. Automat- end-to-end flow of delivering components
stoppages. This mobile decision applica- ically monitoring stock age and condi- and building assemblies on the factory
tion is only one part of Yamaha’s exten- tion, for example by observing time lim- floor, Yamaha’s intelligent line supports
sive Y.Fact software suite for optimizing itations on moisture-sensitive devices the principles of smart manufacturing:
setup and performance at machine, line, (MSDs) and checking use-by dates of  High-quality, network-centric comand factory level. Combined with indi- components or solder paste, helps pre- munication between humans and sysvidual machine capabilities, this soft- vent out-of-date or unsuitable materials tems, in the entire value network that
ware provides a platform from which a from being incorporated into finished includes end users.
smart manufacturing strategy can be products. A component tower storage Digitization of information and comlaunched and continuously expanded system, connected with the mounter’s munication among all value chain partparts-remaining counter, helps minimize ners and in the production process on
and improved.
stoppages for reel and feeder changes and all levels.
Y.Fact Software
enables continuous operation if used to 
Flexible, intelligent manufacturing
The four modules that make up coordinate tape splicing.
technologies,
adjustable on-the-fly to
The system records data that meet highly specific
Y.Fact software are known as P-Tool,
end user demands.
M-Tool, S-Tool, and T-Tool. They handle includes board code, solder paste type
Smart
manufacturing
is the future.
data programming, line monitoring, set and the identities of component feeders
up navigation, and traceability, respec- and reels, all of which can be collected It is rapidly becoming the most effective
tively. The P-Tool for data programming by a handheld barcode reader. A typical way for businesses to deliver competitive
carries out actions that include CAD example might be recording barcode products to global markets. The benefits
data conversion and reverse engineer- information such as brightness (BIN), of smart manufacturing, including intering of Gerber files to help save prepara- color temperature and illumination pat- machine communication protocols, realtion time. Eliminating trial runs dove- tern of LEDs to block components with time monitoring and analytical tools, are
tails well with smart manufacturing dissimilar characteristics from being already well-established in SMT assembly. The transition to smart manufacturideals by saving materials and supervi- used in the same assembly.
The T-Tool supports traceability by ing is happening now, bringing improvesor time and automatically optimizing
recording each individual assembly ments all across the factory floor.
and balancing the line.
Contact: Yamaha Motor IM
The line monitoring capabilities of identifier with its associated board identhe M-Tool represent perhaps the most tity and component data for every place- America, Inc., 1270 Chastain Road,
obvious area for software to support ment on the board. This is one area Kennesaw, GA 30144
smart manufacturing. Displaying line where the underlying data structure of  770-420-5825
and factory status with a web-based the SMT equipment is critical for han- E-mail: info-yima@yamaha-motor.com
interface makes detailed information, dling detailed component-level informa- Web: www.yamaha-motor-im.com 
such as efficiency, operating ratios and tion. Yamaha’s proprietary data strucSee at IPC APEX, Booth 2333

